A major issue I have: Environmental scans are defined as a "the process of seeking, gathering, interpreting and using information from the internal and external environments of an organization to inform strategic decision-making and steer future action" (p5 lines [38] [39] [40] . If this is the case, how likely is it that the results (or how it was used) are published in the scientific domain? Results from "successful" use underpinning strategic decisions might rest in hidden documents and not be shared in public / scientific domain. Might there be a strange selection of the type of environmental scans the authors might find by searching research data bases?
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Comments:
1.
Overall comment on syntax: The protocol entails a few sentences that are very long, which makes them difficult to read and understand. I would suggest shortening sentences than span over 4-5 lines and cutting them down to 2-3 sentences each. Example of long sentences: p.6 lines 31-45 or p10 lines 13-30.
2.
Throughout the text, the authors elaborate on the study's aims and purposes, which are indeed comprehensive. However, I have been often left slightly confused with changes in the wording:
Here a few examples:
• The aim to explore theoretical underpinnings (first mentioned in page 5, line 22) is not mentioned in the aims within the abstract (p. 2, line 15-22) • While creating a working definition is a clearly described aim (in the abstract and throughout the paper), it is missing from the first paragraph that describes the review's goals (p.5, lines 18-32) • The aim to identify study limitations is mentioned for the first time in p.10 (line 45) and in none of aim descriptions before In order to help the reader grasp and also remember what the aims of the study are I would suggest to use the same terminology throughout the paper, as well as keep the order in which terms are mentioned within sentences the same e.g. "definitions, characteristics and conceptualizations" (p. 2, line 20) should remain as such and not changed to "characteristics, definitions and conceptualizations (p.10, line 40).
3.
The strengths and limitations box only entails one limitation, which is inherent to most scoping reviews. I would like to see an additional 1-2 limitations that are specific to this study and its conceptualization (I am suggesting a potential limitation under comment 10). Generally I felt that the manuscript lacks a discussion of the potential limitations of the planned study (methodological or conceptual).
4.
The protocol's background section is very informative. However, being long, I think it would benefit from a few sub-headings, to help the reader navigate more easily through the topics.
5.
P.9 lines 3-10. The authors briefly mention the work by Choo -however, do not really describe the introduced concepts. This might leave those readers with little thematic knowledge confused. I would suggest adding 1-2 sentences with short explanations of the mentioned scanning modes and factors.
6.
P. 12 -"Stage 1: Identifying the research questions". In that section, the authors first describe the 4 main objectives and then provide 6 guiding research questions. I felt that the order in which the research questions appeared was not intuitive to the overarching objectives. To make it easier for the reader to link each question to one (or more) objectives, I would suggest making clear which objectives are addressed by which questions. For example, is question one covering objective two (as the term conceptualized suggests) or is it rather linked to objective one (as the term operationalized would suggest)-or does the question cover both objectives?
7.
P. 12 line 33. Research question 2: "What are the defining characteristics, attributes…" -what is the difference here between "characteristics" and "attributes"? The term "attributes" does not appear anywhere in the protocol before and left me guessing how it distinguishes from the term "characteristics" (which is mentioned multiple times before). Are both terms really needed? 8.
P.13 Inclusion/ Exclusion criteria: I would like to see that section under stage 2 (identifying relevant studies) or 3 (selecting studies). I don't feel that the inclusion criteria fit well under section 1 (identifying the research questions).
9.
P.13 Inclusion/ Exclusion criteria: Does inclusion/exclusion include any year limitations? If not, I think it is important to mention it.
10.
P.14 lines 26-27: "it can also result in a large and somewhat unmanageable number of references" -this could be a potential conceptual limitation (to be added in the first box).
11.
P. 14, line 34 -p. 15 line 22: The authors mention a threestep search strategy, however, do not explicitly describe which of the described elements is the third one. The first and second steps are clearly designated. It would be nice to have the third one specifically labelled as well.
12.
P. 14 line 8: the three-step search strategy is definitely as rigorous approach and could potentially be mentioned as a strength in the strengths and limitations box.
13.
P. 15 line 20: How will the google searches will be conducted? How many google result pages will be screened?
14.
P. 16 Lines 30-46: Will the two reviewers run any pilot screening (on title/abstract as well as full-text level) to check their agreement levels and potentially see whether there is a need to adjust the inclusion criteria? From my experience in conducting a scoping review, piloting a few titles/abstracts (and full-text) screenings first and then comparing them among reviewers helps a lot in making sure that all reviewers understand the eligibility criteria in the same way.
15.
P 17 line 54: I would like to see 1-2 sentences on the mentioned approach by Braun and Clark -especially for readers that are not familiar with the methodology.
16.
P. 18 lines 3-15 -I feel that these sentences are a repetition of the following paragraph in the discussion section (p. 18 lines 26-33). I would keep the one in the discussion section and discard the first (lines 3-15) 17.
Beyond the framework by Khalil et al, did the authors adhere to any guideline document for reporting a review protocol, such as the PRISMA-P guidelines (which are made for systematic review protocols?) If yes, I'd certainly mention it in the document.
18.
BMJ requires the planned dates of described studies to be included in protocol manuscripts. I could find any such dates in the manuscript.
VERSION 1 -AUTHOR RESPONSE

1.
Reviewer 2 "..inform future research" is hardly ever wrong but could be said for almost any research project. Why highlighting it? Being more specific for what kind of research would be worth mentioning.
On the initial version, on p10 -line 49-52, we elaborated on what future research will be informed.
To enhance understanding, additional detail has now been added to 'inform future research' in the Abstract and in several places in the paper including the Objectives and Discussion. 2.
Reviewer 2 Similar in strengths and limitations on page 4: "The scoping review will address a knowledge gap and inform practice and research. • While creating a working definition is a clearly described aim (in the abstract and throughout the paper), it is missing from the first paragraph that describes the review's goals (p.5, lines 18-32)
•
The aim to identify study limitations is mentioned for the first time in p.10 (line 45) and in none of aim descriptions before Have reviewed and ensured consistency in the aims and objectives throughout the paper.
The previous opening paragraph before BACKGROUND, is now omitted as recommended by the Editor.
As above, p. 5 lines 18-22 were omitted as recommended by the Editor.
The aim to identify study limitations is included in the research questions and under charting of the data (p.17 line 25-26).
In order to help the reader grasp and also remember what the aims of the study are I would suggest to use the same terminology throughout the paper, as well as keep the order in which terms are mentioned within sentences the same e.g. "definitions, characteristics and conceptualizations" (p. 2, line 20) should remain as such and not changed to "characteristics, definitions and conceptualizations (p.10, line 40).
Have ensured that the terms are consistent and in the same order throughout the paper.
3.
Reviewer 3 The strengths and limitations box only entails one limitation, which is inherent to most scoping reviews. I would like to see an additional 1-2 limitations that are specific to this study and its conceptualization (I am suggesting a potential limitation under comment 10). Generally I felt that the manuscript lacks a discussion of the potential limitations of the planned study (methodological or conceptual).
Have expanded upon the limitations in the Strengths and Limitations box 4. Reviewer 3 The protocol's background section is very informative. However, being long, I think it would benefit from a few sub-headings, to help the reader navigate more easily through the topics.
Have added subheadings to the Background section.
5.
Reviewer 3 P.9 lines 3-10. The authors briefly mention the work by Choo -however, do not really describe the introduced concepts. This might leave those readers with little thematic knowledge confused. I would suggest adding 1-2 sentences with short explanations of the mentioned scanning modes and factors.
Have added additional detail to describe the work of Choo (2001) and the mentioned scanning modes.
6.
Reviewer 3 P. 12 -"Stage 1: Identifying the research questions". In that section, the authors first describe the 4 main objectives and then provide 6 guiding research questions. I felt that the order in which the research questions appeared was not intuitive to the overarching objectives. To make it easier for the reader to link each question to one (or more) objectives, I would suggest making clear which objectives are addressed by which questions. For example, is question one covering objective two (as the term conceptualized suggests) or is it rather linked to objective one (as the term operationalized would suggest)-or does the question cover both objectives?
Have realigned the order of the research questions and indicated which objectives are addressed by each research question.
7.
Reviewer 3 P. 12 line 33. Research question 2: "What are the defining characteristics, attributes…" -what is the difference here between "characteristics" and
Have removed the word 'attributes' as it is redundant "attributes"? The term "attributes" does not appear anywhere in the protocol before and left me guessing how it distinguishes from the term "characteristics" (which is mentioned multiple times before). Are both terms really needed?
and to ensure consistency throughout the paper. The inclusion/exclusion criteria do not have any year limitations, and this has been added to the criteria. 10.
Reviewer 3 P.14 lines 26-27: "it can also result in a large and somewhat unmanageable number of references" -this could be a potential conceptual limitation (to be added in the first box).
This has been incorporated as a limitation in the Strengths and Limitation section as suggested by this Reviewer.
11.
Reviewer 3 P. 14, line 34 -p. 15 line 22: The authors mention a three-step search strategy, however, do not explicitly describe which of the described elements is the third one. The first and second steps are clearly designated. It would be nice to have the third one specifically labelled as well.
Have revised the section to clearly identify the third step of the search strategy.
12.
Reviewer 3 P. 14 line 8: the three-step search strategy is definitely as rigorous approach and could potentially be mentioned as a strength in the strengths and limitations box.
The three-step search strategy is now incorporated into the Strengths and Limitations section.
13.
Reviewer 3 P. 15 line 20: How will the google searches will be conducted? How many google result pages will be screened?
Additional detail on the Google search has been added. A new reference also added.
14. Reviewer 3 P. 16 Lines 30-46: Will the two reviewers run any pilot screening (on title/abstract as well as full-text level) to check their agreement levels and potentially see whether there is a need to adjust the inclusion criteria? From my experience in conducting a scoping review, piloting a few titles/abstracts (and full-text) screenings first and then comparing them among reviewers helps a lot in making sure that all reviewers understand the eligibility criteria in the same way.
Both levels of screening will be pilot tested as recommended in the literature. Additional detail is added about the pilot testing for both levels of screening (abstract/titles and full-text screening)
15. Reviewer 3 P 17 line 54: I would like to see 1-2 sentences on the mentioned approach by Braun and Clarkespecially for readers that are not familiar with the methodology.
Several sentences were added to provide some additional detail about the Braun and Clark approach.
